MIDIH will create a
Network of Manufacturing
Digital Innovation Hubs in
the area of IoT/CPS

CPS/IOT COMPETENCE
CENTERS

TEACHING FACTORIES

DIGITAL INNOVATION HUBS

The MIDIH nine Competence Centres
cover several regions in EU, including
Northern and Eastern EU, but are
providing their services on a pan-EU basis,
being specialized in specific branches of
the CPS/IOT enabling technologies.

The 2 Teaching Factories are open
environments where to perform testing
and experiments of new applications
focusing on ICT innovation applied to CPS
production systems.

Digital Innovation Hubs are clusters that
help companies to become more
competitive with regard to their
business/production processes, products
or services using digital technologies.

WHAT IS MIDIH
MIDIH "Manufacturing Industry Digital Innovation Hubs", is a "one stop shop" of services,
providing industry with access to the most advanced digital solutions, the most advanced
industrial experiments, pools of human and industrial competencies and access to "ICT for
Manufacturing" market and financial opportunities.

OPEN CALL ON GOING APPLY
BEFORE 6th OF AUGUST 2019!

Call for Proposals for Data driven applications and experiments in CPS/IOT
MIDIH foresees as an eligible activity the provision of financial support to third parties, as a means to
achieve its own objectives.
The open call aims at complementing functionalities around MIDIH reference architecture and performing
experiments in CPS/IOT based on the components provided by the architecture.
The experiments must cover one of the three main scenarios: Smart Factory or Smart Product or Smart
Supply chain.

6 MONTHS

€ 960,000

(Expected duration of

(Indicative budget for

participation)

MIDIH Call-2)

Deadline:

6th August 2019,
at 17:00 Brussels
local time

The MIDIH project aims at realizing services to support
the ICT Innovation for Manufacturing SMEs

TECHNOLOGICAL SERVICES

BUSINESS SERVICES

SKILLS BUILDING SERVICES

interactive try-on demos, webinars,
challenges, hackathons and awards

ideas incubation, business acceleration,
demand-offer matchmaking and
brokerage, access to finance

serious and role games, participative lessons
and webinars, virtual experiments in physical
teaching factories, professional courses for
existing technicians as well as for executives

www.midih.eu

www.i4ms.eu

